
 

 

We are looking to expand our Community Programming Team at the Fernie Heritage Library.   
 
If you are an energetic, dynamic, confident, creative individual who enjoys engaging with people of all ages, and if you are 
looking for an exciting opportunity where you can make a difference, we invite you to apply to work at the Fernie Heritage 
Library.  We are hiring two community programmers, one to work primarily with adults and the general community, and 
another to work primarily with children and families.  Both positions will work in collaboration with each other.   
 
The Fernie Heritage Library offers programming to everyone in the community, both inside and outside of the building. 
Community Programmers are often the face of the library and work closely with community members and organizations to 
meet the library’s goal of providing exceptional programming to the community. 
 
Relevant skills and abilities may include the following:  
- Proven experience in program planning and delivery  

- High degree of literacy 

- Preference will be given to those with post-secondary education 

- Knowledge of the community of Fernie  

- Group facilitation / consultation skills  

- Public speaking and presentation skills  

- Knowledge of current technological trends   

- Experience delivering programming 

- ECE training (asset for the children’s programming role)  

- Familiarity with children’s and youth literature (asset)  

- Familiarity with integrated library system (asset) 
- Music, drama, and art skills (asset) 
 
Successful applicant will have the following competencies:  
Community building   

Problem solving and decision making  

Interpersonal / group skills  

Leadership and vision  

Creativity and innovation  

Accountability and dependability  

Promotion and marketing  

Written and verbal skills  

Multi-tasking  

Adaptable  

Reporting  
 
And be:  
Someone who thrives on working with the public  

An energetic team player who enjoys challenges  
Able to work a flexible shift schedule including evenings and weekends as needed  
Physically able and fit enough to bend, stoop, reach, stand for the shift, as well as to maneuver book carts and other library 
items 
Physically able to ride the Fernie Book Bike around the community 
Able to work with children, adults, and seniors  
Able to work both independently and with the library team  
Able to access regular and reliable transportation for travel throughout the community  
Willing to follow all current public health protocols 
 
The successful applicants will be subject to the current collective agreement between the Fernie Public Library Association and 

CUPE Local 2093. The successful candidates must be able to work a flexible schedule in order to meet the operational needs of 

the library.  The successful candidates will work under the direction of the Library Director or delegate, to organize, promote 

and implement library programs in partnership with the rest of the library staff. Hours will depend on the operational needs of 

the library and the desires of the successful candidates. Please submit resumes to Emma Dressler, Library Director via email at 

information@fernieheritagelibrary.com  
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